Stego Keys Performance on Feature Based Coding Method in Text Domain
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Abstract. A main critical factor on embedding process in any text steganography method is a key used known as stego key. This factor will be influenced the success of the embedding process of text steganography method to hide a message from third party or any adversary. One of the important aspects on embedding process in text steganography method is the fitness performance of the stego key. Three parameters of the fitness performance of the stego key have been identified such as capacity ratio, embedded fitness ratio and saving space ratio. It is because a better as capacity ratio, embedded fitness ratio and saving space ratio offers of any stego key; a more message can be hidden. Therefore, main objective of this paper is to analyze three features coding based namely CALP, VERT and QUAD of stego keys in text steganography on their capacity ratio, embedded fitness ratio and saving space ratio. It is found that CALP method give a good effort performance compared to VERT and QUAD methods.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of Internet communication, information protection needs have become a critical issue in order to secure information [1]. One of the advanced promising researches on information protections for the next generation through untrusted communication channels is a steganology field. Unlike cryptology, which utilizes the encrypted and decrypted information of secret message which rendering the cover messages completely meaningless, steganology keeps the cover messages perceptually unchanged after concealing and detecting of the covered message. In speaking of steganology, there are two main branches [2]. Steganography is concerned with avoiding the suspicion of hidden messages in manipulated information [3]. Meanwhile, steganalysis concerned is discovering and rendering covert messages in given information [4].

Steganography is usually mislabeled with cryptography, because both are aimed at protecting valuable information. Whereas cryptography does not conceal the communication but only scrambles the data to prevent eavesdroppers understanding the content. Meanwhile steganography is study of hidden information [5] which is concealing...
the existing messages. There are two aspects of steganography, namely technical steganography and text steganography. Technical steganography concentrates on channel capacity which is concerned hiding information via a medium such as image, audio, video or other digitally invisible code, while text steganography concentrates on using written text to conceal secret messages [6].

2 Related Works on Text Steganography

Text steganography is the art of using natural language to conceal secret messages based on manipulating structure in the text [7]. There are two types of text steganography methods which are word-shift coding and feature coding.

Word-shift coding alters the text document by horizontally shifting the locations of words within the text lines to encode the document in a unique manner. Huang and Yan [8] developed a word-shift method based on character coding that modifies the inter-word spaces. Yang and Kot [9] have proposed an integrated character and word spaces which are based on facts that inter character spaces. Then, Liu et al. [10] proposed a method of word shift coding that can use in online to cover hidden message in plain text.

Next method, feature coding that alters a unique feature characteristic in text based on code word [11]. Rabah [12] has suggested some of the text features that can be altered in a large volume without making the reader aware of the existence information in the text. In Chinese letter, Sun et al. [13] has proposed a component-based method which is a novel text watermarking algorithm based on the mathematical expression. Besides, In Arabic letter, Shahreza and Shahreza [14] suggested that the information can be hidden in a text by changing the place of point in the Arabic alphabets. In Microsoft Word document, Stutsman et al. [15] has suggested a hidden message method by using generated sentences in multiple translations in term of Microsoft Word. Moreover, several methods of feature coding that manipulated pattern letter is English grammar such Changing in Alphabet Letter Patterns method known as CALP is trying to utilize English letters by mapping the binary sequence of the hidden for embedding process of the cover text [16]. Then, based multiple character-based [17] such as curve-based, vertical-based (VERT) and quadruple-based (QUAD).

Therefore, the objective of this study is to measure the fitness performance of stego keys using feature coding method in order to hide hidden text in the cover text.

3 Experimental Designs of Research

There are several stages that involved in the experimental design which is shown in Fig. 1.

![Visualization of experimental design](image-url)
This study consists of a dataset such as cover text and hidden text that is shown in Fig. 2. Then, three techniques are considered as feature coding methods used as the stego keys namely Changing Alphabet Letter Patterns called CALP [16], Vertical Straight Line called VERT and Quadruple Categorization called QUAD [17].

### 4 Fitness Performances Evaluated

The objective of this stage is to measure the fitness performance of the stego keys in text steganography domain from several researchers’ works [18-21] such as capacity ratio, embedded fitness ratio and saving space ratio. Capacity ratio (CR) is used to determine the total of a hidden text that can be embedded in the cover text that can formulate as:

\[
CR = \left( \frac{\text{Total Bits of Hidden Text}}{\text{Total Bits of Cover Text}} \right) \times 100\% \tag{1}
\]

\[
= \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i} \times 100\% \tag{2}
\]

where

- \(a\) = Total bits of hidden text
- \(b\) = Total bits of cover text

Meanwhile, embedded fitness ratio (ER) is used to determine the total fitness of a hidden text that can be embedded in a cover text. The ER of the stego keys can be calculated as:

\[
ER = \left( \frac{\text{Total Bits of Stego Text} - \text{Total Bits of Cover Text}}{\text{Total Bits of Cover Text} + \text{Total Bits of Hidden Text}} \right) \times 100\% \tag{3}
\]

\[
= \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i} \times 100\% \tag{4}
\]

where

- \(a\) = Total number of embedded bits
- \(b\) = Total bits of expected stego text

Finally, saving space ratio (SSR) is used to determine the total space of text that can be saved during embedding process in a cover text that can be calculated as:

\[
SSR = \left( \frac{\text{Total Bits of Expected Stego Text} - \text{Total Bits of Stego Text}}{\text{Total Bits of Expected Stego Text}} \right) \times 100\% \tag{5}
\]

\[
= \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i} \times 100\% \tag{6}
\]

where

- \(a\) = Total number of saving space bits
- \(b\) = Total bits of expected stego text
5 Fitness Performance Analysis

The fitness performance analysis of stego keys are investigated using 20 different types of cover text. The result of evaluated the stego keys are elaborated in the following discussion.

5.1. Fitness performance of CALP

This section explains the measurement used to measure the fitness performance of CALP on an analyzed text. Thus, the score values of capacity ratio (CR), embedded fitness ratio (ER) and saving space ratio (SSR) for CALP technique is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Score values of fitness performance for CALP](image)

Fig. 2 shows the number value of fitness performance for CALP. The result shows that the CR has a stable increase from 2% until closely 15% throughout the analyzed text. As for ER, the percentage ratio maintains between 14% and 13% throughout T1 to T9 and suddenly declines from 13% to 5% between T9 and T10. The percentage remains unchanged at 5% between T10 to T20. As for SSR, the percentage ratio starts at almost -11% at T1. Increase is seen at T1 when the percentage moves from -6% to 1% at T10 and gradually increases from 1% to 5% between T10 and T20.

5.2. Fitness performance of VERT

Fig. 3 shows the score value of fitness performance for VERT. The result shows that the CR has a steady increase from almost 1% to nearly 12% between T1 and T17 and slightly maintains at almost 12% from T17 to T20. As for ER, the percentage ratio has a gradual decrease from at nearly 13% to 12% between T1 and T9. However, there is a sudden spike closely at 12% to almost 16% of the percentage from T9 to T20. Meanwhile for SSR, the percentage ratio starts at less than -12% at T1 and sharply increases to -5% at T10. The trend remains stable at -5% from T10 to T17 before it falls slightly to -6% at T20.

![Fig. 3. Score values of fitness performance for VERT](image)
5.3. Fitness performance of QUAD

Fig. 4 shows the score value of fitness performance for QUAD. The result shows that the CR has a steady increase from almost 1% to closely 12% from T1 to T17 and remains stable at 12% at T18. As for ER, the percentage ratio gradually decreases from nearly 13% to 12% between T1 and T10. Then, there is a sharp increase from T10 to T20 with a percentage of 12% and 17% respectively. Meanwhile, for SSR, the percentage ratio starts with less than -12% and steadily increases to almost -5% from T1 to T10. Then, the trend shows a constant movement from T10 to T17 with a percentage of -5% before it has a slight decrease to -6% at T20.

![Graph showing fitness performance for QUAD](image)

Fig. 4. Score values of fitness performance for QUAD

6 Conclusions

This study evaluated the three methods in implementation of fitness measurements of the stego keys based on capacity ratio, embedded fitness ratio, and saving space ratio. The three categories of text steganography techniques have been evaluated. It has been identified that CALP technique gives a better effort performance compared to VERT and QUAD technique. However, VERT and QUAD techniques give a quite similar result for embedding ratio and saving space performance compare to CALP. The results demonstrate that all of the methods are able to perform consistently with the utilization of hidden text and cover text. In future, this study proposes to evaluate a robustness of each technique in order to find a strength capability on text steganography from steganalysis activities.
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